Reconditioning Standards
Linde PLUS
The Linde PLUS standard includes the following refurbishment measures and
equipment features:
 Used forklift serviced and tested in accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendations
 Mast, fork carriage and hydraulic system tested in accordance with the
manufacturer's specifications
 Emissions test
 Charger tested for electric trucks
 Battery in working order in electric forklifts
 Safety of steering axle checked
 Usable tires
 Functional electric motor
 Full functionality based on the local standards
 Good color condition and Linde labels
 Tested drive unit
 Usable driver's seat and safety belt
 Operating hours counter checked
 Operating instructions
 CE declaration of conformity

Linde SUPER
The Linde SUPER standard includes the Linde PLUS features mentioned above as well
as the following points:











Emissions test and compression pressure measurement for IC trucks
Battery capacity of more than 70 percent
Steering axle checked in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications
Usable tires with more than 60 percent tread depth
Hydrostatic unit or combi-axle checked in accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendations
Re-painting in original Linde colors and Linde labels
Well-maintained driver's seat and safety belt
Prongs and lift chains with wear limit at 40 percent
Transparent truck history
Complete transfer certificate

Warranty: 3 months/250 hours (certificate included)
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Linde ULTRA
Approved used forklifts in the Linde ULTRA category have the same features as Linde
SUPER together with the following additional features:













Overhauled combustion engine
Overhauled electric motor
Refurbished, tested and certified or new charger
New battery or less than three years old with at least 80 percent capacity
Completely overhauled steering axle
New set of tires or at least 90 percent tread depth
Flawless visual condition with full re-painting
Driver's seat and safety belt as new
New prongs or maximum 10 percent wear
New lift chains or maximum 10 percent wear
Bearings in the mast checked and replaced where necessary
Control elements new or as new

Warranty: 6 months/500 hours
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